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EXECUTIVE 'SUMMARY

>THE DESIGN FOR THE SECOND YEAR 0? THE STUDY OF,.ELEMENTARY READING INSTRUCTION

k->
BACKGROUND

During the 1981/82 school year, Montgomery County Public SchooPs' (MCPS)

Department of Educational Accountability (DEA) conducted a pilot study

entitled "A Study of Elementary Reading Comprehension and Related Instruction

ih MCPS.". During the first year, the study became known informally as "The

Reading Study" -and will be referred to as such throughout this document. The

impetus for this study came from tWo major thrusts:

o Montgomery Caunty, like many school systems around the nation, is

reetphasizing instruction" in the basic skills and reexamining

instructional practices to see.whether tney meet current standards of

excellence.

o A new curriculum for teaching-.reading/language arts is currently

being developed by MCPS' Department.of Academic S.1541s and is being

implemented in schools under the direction of area offices. It is

important to examine this new program in the context of the full

range of ongoing practices in reading instruction presently being

delivered to MCPS students.

During the first year, the Reading Stay explored ways to acatmplish the

following:

o Describe reading comprehension,instruction in the elementary schools

and identify school factors which, relate 'to effectiye. reading

comprehension instruction and improved student performance

e Examine the implemenation of the new reading/language arts program
(The Instructional Program in Reading and Language Arts--IPR/LA) .

This report will summarize what .has been learned so far by (1) briefly

reviewing what was learned about rdading iristruction in MCPS from the first

year study, (2) highligihting those findings -in light of the new

reading/langua e arts curriculum, and 3) presenting a design for the second
, .

year of the r ing study,:

1. Originally the study proposed to examine also the effec of 'Eactors such

as principal' leadership and school climate on reading instruction and its

effectiveness. First year activities suggested, however, that this was an

verly broad and ambitious plan. We have,:therefore, focused the study on

reading instruction and program implementation and will examine factors

related to overall school.effectiveness in a separate study.



HISTORY AND AN OVERVIEW OF IPR/LA

During the 1976-77 school year, the Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS)
began the development of a K-8 instructional program for teaching the English
language arts (IPR/LA). Development emerged out of a systemwide commitment to
develop comprehensive instructional systems in four major subject
areas--mathematics, scientre, social studies, and the language arts--and to
strengthen the teaching of basic skills. Goals of the IPR/LA development
effort were to improve reading/listening comprehension instruction, to improve
Composition instruction, and to improve program consistency across grades,
schools, and areas. IPR/LA was also intended to integrate the separate
curricula for listening, speakip, reading, and writing into one cohesive
reading/language arp system. Its development was supportedin part by a

A Title IV7C Grant from the Maryland State Department of Education.-

The Program of Studies in English Language Arts K-8 is composed of two
documents:--' Part IReading and Listening and Part IISpeaking and-Writing.
Each of these will be supported by Instructional Guides containing activities
in six 'types of discourse: narration, exposition and persuasion, procedure,
drama, and lyric.

THE NEED FOR EVALUATION

IPR/LA was first introduced on a pilot basis to 19 schoo1s during the 1977/78
school year. At that time, information from questionnaires, informal
feedback,"and outside experts were collected to aid in the design and
deve opment tasks. Information.designed to systematically judge the degree to
which schools were actually using IPR/LA, and, onote in use, its impact on
readi instruction and student achievement was not gathered.

In January. of 1980, the director of what was then the Department of

Instructional Planning and Development made a formal request of DEA to design
a program evaluation of IPR/LA, 3e9iphasizing the need to focus specific
attention on program implementation. fpuring .the 1980/81 school year, DEA
began designing a preliminary study design of IPR/LA. This report summarizes
the findings of that study, and presents a design for future evaluation
activities.

2. Description of Instructional System Development in keading/Language Arts,
K-8, dated 12/16/77.

3. Memorandum from Gabriel A. Massaro, director of the Department of

InstructiOnal Planning and Development, to Steven Frankel, director of the
Department Of Educational Accountability, dated 1/8/80, subject: Minutes of
CEADES Meeting, 1/4/80.

E 2



FINDIINGS OF FIRST YEAR

A major emphasis during the first year was on refin4g questions regarding

implementation and the factors influencing tha process . Student outcomes,

were examined ,only indirectly and to a limited.degree. A variety of issue3

suggested 'by both MCPS staff and the literature to influence implementation

were explored. These issues can be categorized roughly'into the following

four areas:

o The adequacy and timeliness of personnel supports for

implementation, such as staff aining and program planning
o The aVailability and useability, .of curricular supports such as

materials and instructional guides
o The effect of the program on staff and their roles

,cs The effect of the program on the school's reading instruction

In addition, some data also were gathered on the nature of reading instruction

where IPR/LA was not being implemented. These data, although far from a full
baseline assessment, are,valuable in describing the context into which IPR/LA
is being introduced and how Alostruction has taken place in its absence.

The data suggest that many questions regarding program implementation exist

and that it is important to lpok very closely at how IPR/LA is being

implemented. Specifically, the results of the first year showed:

o The area of inservice training and planning for implementation are
important for further study. Both principals experienced in the

program and ones new to it felt that more time and attention should
be devoted to this component.

o There appears to be considerable variation in both the availability

of and views about the useability of curricular supports to the

program. While some principals and teachers found the core books,

instructional guides, and tests to be va-luable, others labeled them

as difficult to use or felt they were or unsuitable for their (low

achieving) students.

4. In reviewing the findings, it is important to keep in mind that these data
were gathered principally for study design purposes. That is, the- goal of

the first year was to refine the questions to be addressed,and the methods
to be used in addressing them. Further, because findings are based on

small, selfselected samples of respondents, they should.be interpreted

with caution. The conclusions presented here are, therefore, Preliminary

and -cannot be considered as formal answers to any of the questions

examiha. ,

5. Of special note here are the studies by Rand and the University of Texas

Research and Development Center which point out the importance of staff
involvement at all stages of introduction of a new program anti -or). L d
nature of the supports provided during the early stages of implementation.

E 3



o Teaches and media specialists both reported changes in their roles,
emphasizing that IPR/LA -had increased the demands on their time and
required them to assume added functions. To many respondents these
changes were perceived as "added burdens." Sbme of these added
burdens may be "start up" problems; some may represent a longterm
change in demands.

o , ,Many principals and teachers reported that IPR/LA had in fact
changed their reading instruction in a variety of ways (i.e.,
instructional practices, emphases, materials, and evaluation).
Generally, the changes were consistent with the goals of, the program
involving,,, for example, more emphasis on comprehension skills and the
use of a wider variety of materials. Others, however, reported
little change in their reading instruction. some indicated that they
were not using IPR/LA because it was too time consuming. In other
schools, they felt it, was inappropriate for their low achieving
students.

o Reading instruction is currently characterized by a reliance on th2\
basal reader programs. Since basal readers in and of themselves are
not adequate for implementation, these findings suggest it may be

difficult to convince some teachers to fully implement IPR/LA.
Principals and staff may be very reluctant to give up reading
programs with which they are satisfied and invest the time and energy
requtred for the implementation of a new program.

REVISED DESIGN FOR THE SECOND YEAR OF THE READING STUDY

Based on the knowledge gained from the first year and prev4,9us reiearch on
factors affecting implementation (Berman and McLaughlin, 1978; Hall and
George/ undated), the design for the second year study of reading has been
developed. The study will address the following major issues:

1. To what extent is the IPR/LA vrogram curr4ntly being implemented,in
MCPS elementary schools?

2. What is the effect of IPR/LA on students' reading achievement and
attitudes toward reading?

3. What are the characteristics of 'reading instruction and its effects
on learning where IPR/LA is not fully ithplemented?

In examining these issues, the study will also:

1. Evaluate the effectiveness'of implementation processes.
2. Evaluate the relationship between degree, or level of implementation

and student outcomes, and
3: Examine the extent to which .the program has been implemented for all

students, low and high achieving, regular and special education, and
whether when implemented, it meets the needs of all-students.

E 4



PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION .

The examination of implementation will address the extent to which IPR/LA.is

being tmplemented, how that implementation is being supported, and what impact

implementation of IPR/LA has on instruction and related education practices.

Specifically, it will examine the extent to which

o The ma agerial and personnel supports believed necessary for
effect e implementation have been provided in an adequate and

timely manner

9 .The appropriate curricular/support materials have been
provided, and in such a way as to make them useable to the schools

o IPR/LA, as implemented, has affected the role of staff, reading
instruction, and related instructional practices and, in a related

way, what the characteristics are of reading instruction where IPR/LA

has not been fully implemented

PROGRAM IMPACT

The bottom line in introducing,a new reading program such as IPR/LA is to

improve students' reading performance and related skills. As stated earlier

IPR/LA is expected to improve not only performatIce as measured by tests of

reading skills but also attitudes and behavior:

The final .questions to be addressed are therefore

.

o The extent to which IPR/LA has had an impact on students reading
performance, attitudes, and behaviors

o Whether differences in program implementation are relate& to differ

ences in outcomes? And'what the effects are on reading performance,
attitudes, and behaviors where IPR/LA is not being implemented

METHODOLOGY

The study will be conducted in a sample of- 20 MCPS elementary schools,

stratified on the basis of achievement level (using third grade test

performance on the total CAT reading subtest) and length of time (years) the

school has been expOsed to IPR/LA. An attempt will also be made to balance

selection of schools across the three administrative areas.

'Data collection will.involve school and area staff interviews and surveys,

record reviews, classroom observations, parent surveys; and student testing.
During the 1982-83 year, emphasis will be placed on describing instruction in

Grades 1 and 4. In subsequent years the focus will shift to Grades 2 and 5,

and then to ,Grades 3 and 6. Every attempt will be made to maximize the infor
mation acquired, while at the same'time minimizing the burden on schools and

statt.
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EXPECTED OUTCOMES

7-,-
The study will provide much needed information in several-afeaS-. The data on
the implementation status of IPR/LA can be used to assiat in modifying program
design or enhancing, the supports and indentives provided to schools for
program adoption. Because i. is examining the implementation process, the
study will develop instruments and procedures that can be used to monitor
implementation in the future. The study will also produce important general
information on. the, whole arep of program implementation which will be of use
in developing implementation plans for other curricular areas. Finally, the
study will produce information on the status of reading instruction and the
effectiveness of IPR/LA where implemented in improving reading skills.

E -6
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CHAPTER 1

'THE STUDY OF ELEMENTARY READING,INSTRUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

During the 1981/82 school year, MontgOmery 'County, Public Schools' (MCPS)

Department of Educatiohal Accountability (DEA) conducted a plIot dtUdY

entitled "A Study of Elementary Reading Comprehension and Related Instruction

in MCPS." During the first year, the study bedame known informally as 4.4The

Reading StUdY.",, and will hp referred to as such throughout this document. The

impetus for this study came from two major thrust's:

o -MontgOmery County, like many school systems around the nation, is

reemphasizing instruction in the basic skills and reexamining

instructional practices to see wheJx. they, meet current standards of

excellence. /

o A new curriculum for teaching reading/language arts is currently

being developed by MCPS' Department of Academic Skills (DAS) and is

being implemented in schools under the direction of area offices. It

ii important to examine this new curriculum in the context of the

full -range of ongoing practices in reading instruction presently

being.delivered to MCPS students.

During the first year, the Reading Study .explored ways to accomplish the 1

following:

o Describe reading comprehension instruction in the elementary schools

and identify. school factors which relate to effectiye reading

comprehension instruction and improved student performance

o Examine the implementation of the new reading/language arts program
(The Instructional Program in Reading and Language Arts,7IPR/LA)

This report wi,ll summarize what has been learned so, far by (1) briefly

reviewing what was learned about reading instruction in MCPS from the first

year study, (2) highlighting those findings in light of the new

reading/language art curriculum, and 3) presenting a design for the second

year of the reading study.

./

1. Originally the study proposed to examine also eSe effect - of factors such

as principal leadership and school climate on reading instruct onAnd its

effectiveness. First year activities suggested, however, that t is was an

overly broad and ambitious plan. We have, therefore, focused he study on

reading instruction and program iniplementation and /will examine factors

related to overall school effectiveness in a separate study.
Q



1 A.

B. HISTORY AND AN OVERVIEW OF IPR/LA

1. .History

During the 1976-77 school year, the Montgomery- County Public Schools (MCPS)
began the development of a K-8 instructional program for t'eaching the English
languagi arts (IPR/LA). Development emeeged out of a systemwide commitment to
develops comprehensiye, instructional sYstems in four major subject
areas--thathematits, 'Science, social studies, and he language artsrand to
strengthen the teaching of basic skills. Goals of the IPR/LA deelopment
effort were to improve reading/listening compVehension instruction, to improNte
composition instruction, and to improve program consistency across grades,
schools, and areas.' 'IPR/LA was _also intended Eo integrate thelseparate
curricula for listening, .S14aki2g, sreading, 'and writing into one cohesive
reading/language arts systei. Its development was a-upported in part by,--a
Title IVC Grant from 'the MarilOd State Department of Education.

The Program of Studids in,Engl\ish LanguagArts K-8 is composed of two
; documents: Part IReading' and Listening and Part IISpeaking and Writing.

Each of these will be supported by Instructional Gulides"\Fontaining activities
in six types of discourse: narration, exposition and persuasion, procedure,
drama, and lyric. (Appendix A kesents definitions of -these six 'terms.)
Program developers thought that, heretofore, narration has been overemphasized'
rela4ve to other forms of discourse. The narration portion of the Reading
and Listening_area.was developed first because of the greater availability of
materials and staff familiarity with that kind of instruction.

The new Rrogram was to be developed over a period of five years, beginning in
1977/78, The Reading ana Listening component of IPR/LA has been developed
and piloted. During the 1977/78 school year, the narration pqrtion of the
Reading and Listeding part of IPR/LA was piloted in fifteen elementary
Schools, two junior high, schools, one special school, and one parochial
school. This part of IPR/LA has gradually been expanded to more elementary
and middle/junior high schools. Turing the 1982/83 school year, all except
five elementarY schools 2will be using the narration portion. In additiOn,
during the 1982-83 school year,'the exposition portion will be introduced to
some schools. Since the second part of ttig program, the Speaking and Writing

,part, Itas not yet been approved or implemented, this document will make no
attempt to describe it. A description of the first part of the program
follows.

I 2. Desc iption of Instructional System Development in Reading/Language Arts,
K-8 dated 12/16/77.

41.



2. Overview of IPR/LA

According to the Program of Studies: Epglish Language Arts K-8, the Reading

and Listening Program is:
A

1, ...based on sets of instructional and performance objectives for each

grade level. Within each grade level.set, the objectives are organized in
major categories that epresent important areas of instruction. The major

iategories are Prereading (K-1), PhonicsDecoding/Strudtural Analysii/
Sight Vocabulary (1-8), Language Experience (K-2), and Comprehension

(K-8). Not all categories occur at each grade level. Grade 5, for

example, includes only two categories: Structural Analysis and

Comprehension.

The objectives are organized in a developmental seqtence. Each grade

level set reflects lhnguage and cognitive competencies appropriate for

instructional emphasis at that grage level. The Objectives become

progressively more complex by grade level so that students are constantly

building on and extending -'previously acquired cotpetencies. The

developmental organization also permits students to move at their own

rates through the K-8 program. The objectives are de4igned to gel the
needs of students across a wide Spectrum of abilities.

The 1982 Program of Studies lists twelve specific outcomes for students.
5"

(See Exhibit 1) A major change from,earlier Programs of Studies (Exhibits 2

and 3) is the combination of Reading-and Language Arts objectives, reflecting
the integrated approach to instruction and the shif.t,in emphasis from decoding

to comprehension. The 19,82 outcomes, parxicularly in comprehension, also
differ in wording, specificity, and emphasis.

To achieve these objectives, IPR/LA includes changes in materials, the manner

in which instruction is provided, and the measures for assessing student

outcomes used by K-8 teachers. Exhibit 4 presents a list of features IPR/LA

program developers feel should characterize reading/language arts

instruction. Both the objectives and the charactertstics of language

instruction contained in the Program of Studies are Boardmandated and

therefore officially prescribed throughout ,MCPS. How the new curriculum is

implemented and what supports are used is not prescribed. IPR/LA, as a total

program, includes a variety of support materials and recommendations for

instructional strategies and approaches.

3. bescription, 2E cit.
4. Program_of Studies, English Language Arts K-8, Part 1: Reading and

Listening. Rockville, Md.: Montgomery County Public Schools, 1982, p..3.

5. Ibid, p.2.

3
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I.

EXHIBIT 1

Outcomes for English Language Arts K-8 Part I Reading and Listening

1. Feel confident in their ability to make sense of discourse

2. Persist in trying to make sense of'unfamiliar discourse

3. Use relevant background knowledge and experience to construce meaning

4. Use appropriate strategies for constructing meaning

5. Integrate information f'om 'Iarious sources when constructing meaning

6. -Increase time spent thinking about and discussing di'scourse

7. Increase understanding Of different types and forms of discourse

8. Express understanding in a variety of productive activities

9. Prot,e discourse appropriate to a variety of purposes

10. Increase interest and participation in communicating through

reading, writing, speaking, ind listening

11. Increase 'time spent reading and writing

12. Irlicrease amoUnt.of discourse read and written

0944g
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EXHIBIT 2
*Outcomes of Reading Program.

General Objectives

1. Evaluate messages that come to them through printed symbols

2. Learn to understand the purposes, the view point, and the biases of an

author

3. Learn to weigh for themselves the meaning of what they read

Specific Skills of Reading Program

1. Recognizing written words that represent common spoken words (sight

vocabulary)

2. Relating alphabetic symbols to language soUnds in context of words

3. Relating lett-to-sight letter patterns (written words) to corresponlIng

word pattern v

4. Using structural clues to word recognition

5. Recoding words of tore than one syllable

5. Decoding abbreviations and measurement symbols

7. Using context

8. Using grammatical structure (syntactic clues to derive meaning)

9. Using typographical clues to meaning (spacing, capital letters,

punctuation, type variations)

10.. Reading orally to convey meaning

U. Associating words with objects or ideas they remsent

12. Locating anWor recalling specifie information

13. Translating a communication into a different form, different language,'

or different level of abstraction

14. Interpreting medor ideas and relationships between ideas

15. Making predictions from data

4,6. Applying previously learned skills or generalizations to newpsituations

and preblems

7.. Analyzing organizational patterns of a communication (picture,

paragraph, chapter, book, story, poem, report, or article)

1 . Synthesizing into , a new form of expres4on ideas selected from,
communications

valuating communications

ram of Studies, Reading E-8, Rockville, Md.: Montgomery County Jublic
Schools, Siming, 1979, pp. 1,2.

0944g
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EXHIBIT 3

*Outcomes of English Language Arts Program

Students should:

1. Become aware of the value's\skills, attitudes, understandings, and

appreciations necessary tO living effectively in a democratic society

2. Think clearly

3. Develop competence in the, skills of oral and written communication

4. Exercise personal responsibility in the use of language

5. Read efficiently and effectively for a variety of purposes

6. Appreciate the literary heritage and the relation of literature to the

other arts

7.' Develop insight in interpreting human exPerience

8. Develop increasingly mature standards of personal enjoyment and

aesthetic taste.

9: Understand the relationship of words to human behavior

10. Develop power in crdative thought and expression

11. Make appro'priate use of the mass modes of communication

12. Listen purposefully and courteously

13. Develop effective habits of work and study.

4
14. Develop intellectual curiodtty

*Program of Studies: English Lanuage Arts K-6, Rockville, Md: Montgomery
County Public Schools, SI:Ting, 1979 pp. 1,2.

6



EXHIBIT 4

Characteristics of Language Instruction

1. Reading and listening instruction should be integrated, whenever
possible, witti'instruation in writing and speaking.

2. Language Anstruction should also be integrated, whenever possible,

wd.th instruction in content subjects snd with othef aesthetic arts.
3. Language instruction should encourage the use oi relevant background

knowledge and experience in reading, writing, speaking, and
listening; establish purposes for reading, writing, speaking and
listening; emphasizes whole discourse and the contexts in which it is

understood or produced; and 'develops the active role of the language
learner in constructing meaning.

4. Language -instruction should encompass Snd be appropriate to a

variety- of types and forms of discourse at every grade level;
literature for children and adolescence should be used for reading
and listening instruction whenever appropriate; instruction should
encourage the use.of the media center as a sourse of books for

independent reading. ......

5. Instruction should provide students with a rich variety of

activities to develop the experience needed to use language

effectively. ?-

Iv 6. Questioning strategies should promote thought nd discussion in

,small group an whole class settings.
7. "instruction in phonics-decoding helps students integrAte clues to

sound/letter relationships and word structure with .:semantic and

syntactic clues in decoding unfamiliar words in context:.
8. Instruction should focus as often as possible on

)

lated clusters of

performance objectives rather than addressing objectives one at a
time.

9. Instruction should not only teach students the basic skills of

reading, writing, speaking, and listening, but should also develop
'students ability to use athese skills in critical thinking and study

activities. 1
,

10. Instructional grouping should be flexible and should feature both
heterogeneous and homogeneous whole-class and small-group instruction
when appropriate.

11. InsCruction should provide ,students NI opportunities to

demonstrate competence in a variety of tasks, activities, and

situations wier an appropriate period of time, _both' In class and as ,

homework. .
,..

12. Evaluation of student icompetence shquld attend to the full range of

student performance across a variety of assessment tasks, activities, r
.. and situations; assessdent for instructional purposes should include

student performance in classroom activities, on homecgrk assignments,
on informal classrogm tests,. on criterion-referenced tests; anA__Qm .

standardized ests.
a .

..

6. Progrlikof Studies, op. cit., pp. 2-3. a -4

7
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Many of the characteristics listed in the revised curticulum clearly would be
expected to be present without the new program. Some suggest, however, a

ohange in emphasis.* Most imPortantly, the ney program in reading and
listening is designed to emphasize whole drscourse and to expose and
familiarize studen5s wi,th "varieties of discourse, their functions, and their
content (meaning)." It also places increased importance on the use of

varied materials. Since instruction, should differ depending' upon 'the
particular type of material.used, it is expected that this inrease in variety
will lead to enriched instruction and the acquisition of a broader range of
comprehension and related skills. Exhibit 5 shows the types of forms required
for instruction in the reading and listening program.

Use of a variety of instructional materials is dne of the characteristics that
may distingdish between the basal reiding programs that dominate reading
inslruction in most school systems and IPR/LA. While the new program does not
intend that teacher.s will stop using basals,. implementation .would result in
diffgrences in how they are used. Basals would no,longer be the center of the
reading prbgram, but only one of a variety of. materttlAr'to be used in ,
implementing the mandated curriculum.

A/
7. Overview If the Instructional program in Reading and Language Arts:

Reading_git Listening. Rockville, Md.: Montgomery County Public-Schools,
1981, p.9.
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EXHIBIT 5

REQUIRED FORMS FOR INSTRUCTION
IN LISTENING AND READING K-8

immhasis

Will he included in reading/listening program

May he iorilided in readmoistymn; program whet, ,wortfohjtp

I_NARRATIVE PROSE

EApertence Stories

2 Short 'Narratives

3 -Folk Tales

4 Fables

5 Novels

6 Biographies/Autobiographies

7 Legends

8 Myths

9 Short Stories

K I 2 I 4 5 6
I

sown
E ll Ica lam

aim sit:, 31111'[..3-
raiugia Iry

.c31.1.
-4

71:1111)

7 8

NARRATIVE VERSE

aIR1,7

101111{11

Ailiiiirt alms
EXPOSITION

1 Experience, Reports

2. Introductory Exposition -
.3. TextbOok Prose

4. Tradebook Prose

5 Reference Articles

6. NeyeArticles

7. Feature Articles

PERSUASION

1 Advertisementi

2. Reviews/Critiques

3. Editorials

5 6 7 8

PROCEDURE K i 1

i

2 3
-4--

j

4 5 6 7 8

... 1. Signs and Warnings
;

' !

;72. Directions for Getting to a Location ,1-7, I
3. Game Directions

I ___;_,_

i

i

4. Science Investigations i i I I!f

5 TrKtandAsugnment.Duections-
!-

6. Recipes and Cooking Directions
1

1

: :I 1

7. Construcuon and Assembly Directions I
' .

!

8 Directions for Fil(ing out Forms

1-

4...
::,

IN
:

9. Operating Directions f .1T

W3101

!

' .

.
L.

r-.t-i-

'At ii
1

;

10 First Aid DirectionS

I0

=:

11. Adchtional Essential Forms f Llii c..3

For 3 listi uj ol h.. Adcbtional Essential Forms
Mary4tod no.idyni Sinn., awl Se;wem e Grades 1 12 11AOF '1)77

9
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C. THE NEED FOR EVALUATION

IPR/LA was first introduced on a pilot basis to 19 schools during the 1977/78
school year. At that time, information from questionnaires, informal
feedback, and outside experts were collected to aid in the design and
development_tasks.. Infoimation designed to systematically judge the degree to

which schools were actually using IPR/LA, and once in use, to determine its
impact on reading instruction and student achievement was not gathered.

The questionnaire data-Collected b5', the IPR/LA program designers from the 19

originA pilot schools during the first year Pabt of IPR/LA summarize staff
opinions about materials, in-service training, and changes in teacher and
student performance pf8one year of pilot testing the IPR/LA reading/listening
curriculum in narration. While the findings from the survey were useful,
no comparable ,data of this magnitude have been collected in more than two
years. And, in addition, it is important to point out that these first year
data were' not collected for the purpose of judging the overall effectiveness
of IPR/LA since it had not been fully developed or implemented.

Some MCPS schools are currently using IPR/LA's Cr-iterion-Referenced Tests
(CRT's), and a limited amount of 'test data is available on how some schools
score across the six grades. However, the use of the CRT's is not uniform
across all schools or even across pilot schools. Therefore, little of the
data available from the CRT's can be used to make statements about how well
IPR/LA is doing.

Program developers have recognized the need for evaluation,
9.

and
increasingly the need for more' systematic program evaluation has , been
acknowledged. In late 1979 the coordinator of IPR/LA had two external
consultants examine IPR/LA in order to make recommendations about how to

evaluate IPR/LA. Each consultant agreed to the importance of evaluating the
program and each especially highlighted the need to include 'in evaluation
issues the degree to which schools implement the program. In January of 1980,
the director of what was then the Department of Instructional Planning and
Development made ,a formal request of DEA to design a program evaluation of
IPR/LA, emphasMing the need to focus specific attention on program
implementation.

8. See Report on Response to 1979 Pilot School Questionnaire on Ift/LA.
9. From its very inception, IPRLLA -program designers planned for periodic

evaluations of the program. In fact, in its original program design,
program designets included, an evaluation component. However, as timefor

passed this particular unit's, time' and energies have beerr devoted to

testing issues, andk no systematic evaluation has been done to date.
(Memorandum from Ted -Schuder, Coordinator of Instructional System in
Reading/Language Arts to IPR/LA Pilot School Principals, dated 10/11/79,
subject: Report on Responses to the Pilot Schobl Questionnaire on the

IPR/LA.)
10. Memorandum from Gabriel A. Massaro, director of the Department of

Instructional Planning and Development to gteven Frankel, director of the

Department of Educational Accountability, dated 1/8/80, subject: Minutes
of CE-ADES Meeting, 1/4/80.

4
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During the 1980/81 school year, DEA began designIng a preliminary study design

of IPR/LA. In the fall of 1981, DEA began conducting a pilot study. The next

section of this report briefly-outlines the purpose behind the pilot year

study, and its findings.

11
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CHAPTER II

FIRST YEAR RESuLTS

A. PURPOSE OF THE FIRST YEAR STUDY

The purpose of the iirst year was to refine study questions and pilot test,
insi'cumesils and procedures in a limited sample of MCPS elementary
schools. The first year also served another important purpose: to judge
the general feasibility of conducting the study as originally proposed...,

Three types of formal dite collection activities were conducted. These, were
staff interviews and questionnaires and classroom observations. Exhibit 6
presents a summary of how e ch was used and for which purposes. In addition,
meetings were held with xicipating principals at Ole end of the first year,
andalthough this was no a.formal method of data collection, it provided
extremely useful infi6cmation on both the questions the study should address
and how one could best examine them. During these meetings a working- group
discussed both the strengths and weaknesses of instruments piloted during
1981-82 and their feeling about IPR/LA and its implemeneation;. The advice _and
comments of this group are also reflected in the discussion which follows.

11. The 018 scAols were: Belmont, purtonsville, Cannon Road, Cedar Grove,
Cloverly, Cold Spring, College Gardens, FoX Chapel, Garrett Park,

-Greenwood, Meadow Hall, North Chevy Chase, Packwood, Poolesville,
Rosemont, Viers Mill, Wood Acres, nd Woodfield.

22
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Examr 6

AtSummary ot instruments and Proc,.dures for the Pilot Year Study,

________ _

Inrerview/Survey
instruments Put-Rose of Instrument

_ . _ _ _

Elementary'School
Printipal Interview
(41ide

to gain a description of
school's reading program

1

Elementary Classroom To gain a description of

Teacher Reading reading inssructional

Interview program at classroom level

Flemeutary School-
Based Reading
Specialist Interview

Media Specialist
Questionnaire

To gain a:description af
the role of other profess,
ionals in the total reading
program

4

Tcr gain a description of
the role of other. profess-
ionals in the total reading

program

\

Respondents Procedure/Schedule

18 principals in pilot

schools

3 classroom teachers
randomly selected to
represent lower (grades 1-2)
middle (grades 3-4) and
upper (grades 5-6) where
possible. Total N=54.

21: reading specialists in
Pilot ichdols

19 media specialists in
pilot schools

Resource Room Teachers To gain a description of 2'4 resourde room teachers

Questionnaire the role of other profess- ,in pilot schools

ionals in the total reading 11

program

23

Face tO face interviews
from November-January 81-82

Face to face interviews
from November-February

Face to face interviews
from November-February

Open-ended questionnaire
distributed in March 82' -

Open-ended questionnaire
distributed in March 82

24



C.

Interv tew/Survey

I nstruments

Principal
Questionnaire

Teacjter QuestionnOre

EXMIBIT 6(CONTINUED)

Summary of Instruments and Procedurei for the Pilot Year Study.

Purpose of instrument

To gain information about
the Instructional Program in

Reading and Language Arts

(IPR/LA)

Respondents

6 princiRals whose schools
piloted IPR/LA prior to

1981

.°

Procedure/Schedule

To gain information 'about 97 classror teachers whose

the Instructional Program in schools 0.145ted IPR/LA prior

Reading and LanguageArts
(IPR/LA)

Observation In'Struments

Observational Check
st for Target
udents

Student Conference
(Word Accuracy Cheek
and Inventory of Read
ing Attitudes)

J

to, 1981

Questionnaire distributed

in April 82 -

Questionnaite.distribbted
in April 82

To gather data on the task
attending behaviors of good

and poor readers. To gather

data on three aspects of
reading instruction
1) working with teacher
versus working independently

2) the nature of the reading
task 3) the materials used
for in truction C4

To gath data on the.appro
priateness of the material
for good and poor readers
(to assess level of diffi

culty)

To gather data on reading
attitudes of"good and poor,

readers.

One target student
representing...each rdading

group in the 'Claisroom

(varied depending on
numbet of instructional

groups). Total N=33

One target student repre
senting each reading group
in the classroom (varied
depending on number of
instructional groups
(Total N=33)

Each target student was
observed for one 10 minute

pexiod (every 30 seconds)
for three consecutive days
during one week of class

obsexua4ions.conducted
&ming the months of
MarchApril

Target students read to
observers from materials
used during reading instruc

tion. Observers noted the

number of unknown words
encounteredduring oral.
Veading of a passage of
approximately 100 running .

words. Target student
answered twenty questions

dealing with reading
-,/

t

attitudes.



EXHIBIT 6 (CONTINUED)

Summary of Instruments.and Procedures for the Pilot Year Study

Observation
Instruments Purpose of Instrument

Daily Rating Scale
for Field Observers

Respondents rocedure/Schedule

To gather data on facets of 12 volunteer teachers in
classroom climate, instruc six schools
tional program teacher pre
sentation and teacher con
trol of student behavior.

Classroom Description To ather data on classroom
practices and teaching
behaviors in-order to assess
the degree of structure/
flexibility in the clapss
room.

Teacher Log of Daily
Instrqtional Activi
ties in Reading

0442g

Teachers were raped daily
at the conclusion of the
the obserwition period.
Observers reflected on class
room experience for that day
only and on interactions among
the teaching adults and the
target students. (Each rating
day was kept independent of
other days.)

12 volunteer teachers in Observers/classroom teachers
completed instrument separ
ately on last day of observa
tion week.

six schools

To gather data on teacher/
observer reliability

To help researchers under 12 volunteer teachers in
stand instruction observed six schools
during the reading periods.

. TO gather data on four
aspects of readni instruc-
tion for target students '
1) the instructional objec
tives 2) the content coVered
3) the materials used 4) the
time allocated for reading
instructional_group

4

Teachers completed log prior
to each observational visit
and submitted log to obsers
at the conclusion of'his/her
visit-
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. FINDINGS OF FIRST YEAR

In this section, we present a brief summary of the results of the first year
with reflrd to both the assessment of IPR/LA and reading instruction in
general.- It reviewing the findings, it is important to keep in mind that
these data were gathered principally for study design purposes. That is, the
goal of the first year was to refine the questions to be -addressed and the
methods to be used in addressing them. Further, because findings are based on
small, self-selected samplts of respondents, they should be intespreted with
caution. The conclusions presented here are, therefore, preliminary, and'
cannot'be considered as formal answers to any of the questions examined.

1. The Implementation of IPR/LA

A major emphasis during the first year was on refining questions regarding
implemehtation and the factors influencing the process. .Various issues
suggested by13 both MCPS staff and the literature to influence
implementation were explored. These issues' can be categorized roughly
into the following four areas:

o The-adequacy and timeliness of managerial and personnel iupports for

implementation, including staff training and program planning
o The availability and dseability of- curricular supports, such as

materials and instiUctional guides
o The effect of the program on staff and their roles
o The effect of the program on the school's reading instruction

In addition, some data also were .gathered.on the nature ofreading instruction
where IPR/LA was not being implemented. These data, although-far from a full
baseline assessment, are va/uable in desowibing the context into which IPR/LA
is being introduced and how instructiOn has taken place in its absence.

Managerial and Personnel Supports s

The areas ,of in-service training and planning for implementation clear/y
emerged as important ones for further study. Pritcipal interviews and
questionnaires indicated that in-service training and program planning
were seen as critical precursors of program implementation. Further, they
strongly felt that more time and attention should be allocated to this
compopent if IPR/LA is to be effectively imPlemented. This vis true of

princLpals experienced with the program as well as ones new, to it.

-

12. Since other variables examined durfhg the pilot year will not be included
_in the revised design, we will summarize the pilot year results for them
in a separate dO9iment.

13. Of special note here are tht studies by Rand and the University of Texas
Research and Development Cetter'which point out the importance of staff
involvement at all stages of introduction of a new program and the
critical nature of the supports provided during the early stages of

"implementation,

16
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Specifically, principals already in the program stated that they felt
implementation would have gone far more smoothly ,if more in-service

preparation had been provided. Principgls- not on the system clearly
agreed and even spelled out what might be considered 'a fairly
comprehgnsive training/planning approach for their schools, including

frequent in-service workshops, faculty meetings to problem solve and

become acquainted with the IPR/LA materials, and visits to schools that
are already successfully implementing the program.

The responses Of teachers also reiNbrced 'the facr that the. area of

training and planning needs to be looked at carefully. It was dlear-from
their responses that support in this area varied considerably from school
to school. Two rather unhappy teachers commented that "training was
piecemeal to the disadvantage of teachers." Where it was more adequately
provided, the program was seen as far more favorable. Thpse who reported
more favorable training experiences cited the_ help of the reading
specialists, workshops, and joint planning sessions as being especially
useful to them in learning about the curriculum and how to implement it..
Further discussion indicated that this process was complicated by the

fact that introduction ,of_a new curriculum involves multiple groups, both
central and area based, above the school level. For example, while staff

responsible for development of the program are located in the central
office, those prlucipa.11y responsible for overseelng the buptementat o
are based at the area level.

Taken together the responses of principals and teachers support the need
to examine further the areas of management, training, and planning for

implementation. In addition; as the queStions are generic to program
implementation in a variety of curricular areas, such investigation will

help not only- to understand why IPR/LA is or is not being effectively
implemented but also what needs to be done to effectively implement
programs in other curricular (ees.

The Availability and Useability of Curricular Supports

There appears to' be considerable variation in both the availability and
useability occurricular suports to the:program. By curricular dupports,

we mean the core books and other tradebdoks intended to provide variety in
reading materials, the instructional guides, and the tests. While some

principals and teachers obviously found the materials both available and
valuable, others complained because they were either unable t acquire

_ them ot found them unsuitable- for their students. 11bis was_especially
true for low achieving students. This problem will be returned to in the

discussion below.) "Noney" also was tited'as a generic problem. Further,

one of the principals reported turning to the PTA for funds to purchase
tradebooks and other support materials for the school since sufficlent and
timely resources were not being provided by the system. One must be very
cautious in interpreting this finding, for we do not know how prevalent
such a problem might be, whether the principal was seeking extra materials
rather than basic materials, and whether or tibt some special circumstances
might explain its occurrence. Program developers did note problems with
support services that may also have affeLted materials availability.

17
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Other comments \in this area addressed possible ,concerns with the

nadageability and clarity of the materials. Too little is currently known
about the use of support materials to assess whether or not the criticisms
offered are val.* or of widespread concern. It is clear , however, .that

the area of curricular supports needs to be examined in the evaluation and
the extent to which.problems do or do not exist documented.

The Effect on Staff and Their Roles
A

It is expected that IPR/LA will change 'the roles Of school staff .a.nd

regular classroom teachers, as well as resource, media, and reading
specialists. Interviews with teachers and specialists indicated ehat

IPR/LA does appear to have at least some shortterm impact on the roles of
school personnel. Teachers reported that they were forced to reallocate
their use of time% More time wap needed for recordkeeping, for testing,
and for planning and organizing iliterials than had been spent previously.
In addition,' some teachers also repArted that the time needed for reading
Jnstruction and its related activities took away from time spent in other

subjects,.such as social studies and science.

Media specialists also reported changes in their roles. Almost ell of
the media specialists surveyed felt that IPR/LA has impacted on their role

in the cchccl's reading program. Thc areein which the =greatest tapeet
was felt was in the procurement, processing, and circulation of materials
used in IPR/LA. Other areas mentioned as receiving increased enphasis
were the inservice training of teachers, teaching of instructional units,

and planning instruction with teachers. Several media specialists felt
these activities placed an unfiir additional burden on them and that they
should not be placed in the position of tnplementing them, especially, the
inservice training of other teachers.

While many of these role changes mentioned by teachers and ,o media

specialists, especially the increased burden in planning and categorizing,
can be considered "startup" problems which should diminish over time,

some real changes in demands and assignments also may be found. The data
obtained during the first year do not allow us to untangle these

differential effects. At this point, we can only suggest that this is an
important area for the second year of the study.

Finally, by way of contrast, the majority of resource room teachers
indicated that IPR/LA _had not changed their role in the school's reading
program. This observation'is, however, difficult to interpret, since the

role of resource teachers was not examined to any great extent. A more--

indepth inquiry into the impact of the program on resource teachers will
be included in the second year of the study.

The Effect on Reading Instruction

Instruction and. the- effects on insCruction of the Jmplementation of
IPR/LA were examined in some detail during the pilot year. The study

looked at the effects of the program on philosophy of instruction, on the
use of materials, on the instruction provided for students of different
*achievement levels, and on the use of the media center.
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The teachers were divided approximately evenly among those who indicated
that IPR/LA had changed their philosophy, plan, or point of view for
teaching reading and those that claimed that itIlad little,impact. Those
who did report a change taking'place cited a number of areas in which
changes consistent with IPR/LA had occurred. These include the following:

o Basal'readers are supplemented with IPR/LA
o Novels are a more integral part of the program
o Various literary forms are now stressed more
o Sequence of skills taught has changed
o Overall emphasis on literature has increased
o Stories Oblate more to students' experiences
o Less emphasis is placed on phonics and spelling patterns
o More comprehension skills,are now taught

Those who felt that IPR/LA had not affected their philosophy or plan for
teaching reading either indicated that it simply reflected whit they were
already doing or else they weren't actually using the program, except in a
peripheral way. While a number of explanationsyere offered for failing
to use the program, a theme which consistently emeiged was that changing
to IPR/LA was too time consuming. -
Teed ers and principals both repotted that tn- ey telt tnat lYK/LA provided
t)em useful tools for meeting the needs of average and above average
students. Most changes in instruction which were reported were referenced
to students of these higher achievement levels. In other words, IPR/LA
was seen as a useful enrichment program for students able to profit from
the additional challenge.' However, the majority of' teachers and
principals also reported that they did not believe the program was useful
far lower achieving students or special education students, and that
instruction provided,to these pupils was impacted relatiyely little. Some
of the reasons offered for this were the f011owing:

o It takes too long for below grade'level students to complete a
story with the strategies suggested by the IPR/LA materials.

o The materials are too difficult.
o Poor readers have problems reading novels.
o IPR/LA is to9 vague.
o Tests are too hard.
o The units are too difficult.
o More structural analysis is needed.

.-Sitrde trig--CIedrfi-the intent that IPR/LA be used with all students
regardless of achievement level, these reports raise some serious
concerns. The IPR/LA revised curriculum is mandated for 'all students
including low achievers. In fact, one of the goals of the program was to
raise expectations about low-achieving students and change their
instruction. Additional information needs to be gathered to ascertain
problems with using the program for low achievers, and whethei more
assistance needs to be provided to teachers and principals,in the use of
these materials with lower achievdng students.

inother area proged was the effect of the program on the use of the media
center, especially the use of tradebooks. The media specialists were
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almost evenly divided on their opinions in this area, with seven reporting
an increase in the use of the media center as a result of IPR/LA and six

reporting no increase. It is clear, however, that this variable is
related to other aspects of implementation and cannot be understood until
more about overall program implementation in a school is known.

2. Reading Instruction in General

Data collected during the pilot year also provided the opportunity to

describe the currpnt status of reading instructiOn in the sample schools

and to gain some preliminary insights into the degree to which existing
praptices and IPR/LA appear to m4tch. Data were collected in the following

areas:, goals of the reading programs, types of reading programs, grouping
practices, and recordkeeping systems. The data present a mixed picture

in terms of/ match between existing practices and IPR/LA. Overall,

however, they suggest that current practices 'differs in some very

important ways from the new program and that some serious adjustments will
have to be made if IPR/LA is tojmplemented.

Goals of Instruction

The first area explored was that of the goals or expected outcomes of

instruction. Not su-rprisingly, ,prinripAls And rpArhArs gave a variety of

responses, most of which mirrored the Maryland State Reading goals and the

MCPS Program of Studies. The greatest emphasis was placed on "improving

comprehension skills." Currently stated goals are thus congruent with

mandated IPR/LA-objectives.

Types of Reading Programs

The second area explored was that of reading programs currently used in

the schools. In this area considerable divergence was found between

present practice _and IPR/LA. The overwhelming majority of principals and

teachers reported that a basal reader, or combination of basal readers,

comprised the major part of the school/classroom reading program. This

wai true of both schools not on IPR/LA and some of the schools in which

the program was already being implemented. The most popular basals were
those produced by Ginn, Holt, and HoughtonMifflin. Further, a little

over_ half the,respondents indicated that the,basal reader was used equally
in the upper and lower elementary grades. Where this was not the case,, it

was explained that other materials wpre used, such as novels and content
reading, to grovide a more enriched experience. Classroom observations

oondueted -during- the,- pe;rio&set -.1'sitipfor reading, instruction .suggested,

however, that very little use of tradebooks or novels was in evidence.

The most prevalent activities involved use of workbooks Or work sheets,

followed by use of basal readers.

It is clear that the respondents generally seemed quite satisfied with

basal programs, citing as strengths their structure, the supports provided
in termi of guides, recordkeeping procedures, tests, and the ,scontinuity

afforded when a single system is used throughout the school. The .

satisfaction of most of the respondents with basal reading programs

suggests that it may not be an easy task to convince staff to review Oeir
approach to basals and expend the effort to implement IPR/LA.
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Grouping Practices

Data,collected on grouping practiAs currently used in the schools do not
allow any ready conclusions regarding the degree to which current practice
is or is not compatible with IPR/LA. Since IPR/LA is expected to have
some impact on the flexibility of grouping and group size for instruction,
a summary of what was found during the first' year will be presented.
Currently, in the majority of cases students are heterogeneously assigned ,

to classrooms and then regrouped into three to four homogeneous groups for
reading instruction. While most teachers state that the composition of
thesegroups changes during the school year, it is unclear from our data
how many students change or how frequently changes occur. Further, our
data do not allow us to state with confidence the degree to which
instruction is directed at these small reading groups, at the whole class,
or at individual students. While the observational data suggest that
students were working independently about half of the time and in teacher
directed small or large groups the other half of the time, the degree to
which this is representative of current practice is not known.

Strategies for Teaching High and Low Achievers

Discussions with teachers and principals regarding differences in

instructi-on roc scuoencs or different ability levels were particuiariy
interesting, and, it appears that current practices are characterized by
greater distinctions in instructional strategies and materials than would
be encouraged by IPR/LA. The differences in instruction were described in
the following ways. Instruction for high achievers exhibits:

. .

More independent activities
o More high level questions
o ?More free time devoted to recreational reading
o iMore difficult materials
o iMore.creative activities
o,4'..rMore content,coverage

4ore library research
(1) M.re conceptual activities

*4- o Mo varied materials

Instruction fo low achievers is characterized by:

o More ti e sPent in direct instruction by teachers
i

ore tith spent on skill devPlopment,

More em0 sis omphonicsrand decoding skills
c),- More ylOua materiels,usjd 4.

o More reinfo cement,activitces (followup and drill)
o More tactile experiences
o' More consume e items used
o More language xperience activities
o More time sp t on reading word lists and reading words in

isolated senten es
o Less time spent n reading words in the context of whole stories
o Less time spent iI group work because of shorter attention span

A

Examination of these descr tors suggests that current practice with
regard to high achievers ikore closely matches IPR/LA than does practice
with low achievers. This rein orCes the finding reported earlier that

using the program with lower a hieving student's posed problems for
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principals and teachers. These preliminary findings suggest that

implementation of IPR/LA with all students may require additional
efforts.

Record-Keeping Systems

The majority of prinapals and teachers also reported that they currently
use some sort of system for record-keeping. This may include skills
checklists, assessment tests, and unit tests. Frequently, the systems
used are ones which accompany the 'basal reading .system used in the

school, such -as the materials produced by Ginn,- Holt, and Houghton
Mifflin. In some cases schools or teachers have produced their own
systems, especially suited to their program. How the systems currently in
use match or differ from the ones which are being developed to support
IPR/LA is not known at this time. It is clear, however, that in most cases
teachers already appear to bt using materials intended to serve the same

function as the supports to be provided by IPR/LA. Whether staff will
want or need to switch to the IPR/LA materials is not known at this eime.
Time on Task

Finally, classroom observations were conducted to 'determine the

percentage of time that students were "on task" which is defined as
n_t_o_the rank_assiened hy_the teacher These observations were

conducted during the period specified by the teacher as "the reading
period." Analyses revealed that almost three-fourths of the time students
were in fact attending to the task,assigned. About half of the time these
tasks involved reading or phonies activities. The other half of, the time

' students Were observed to be engaged in reading-related activities, such
as writing, speaking, listening, or doing tasks outside the realm of

reading language arts. When students were observed to be "off task," for
example, not attending to lesson or participating in a group discussion,
the activity in which they were-most frequently observed to be engaged was
reading a basal story.

3. Effects of Programs on Reading and Related Skills

The pilot year activities did not inclUde any :specific tryouts of

instruments for assessing, the effects of IPil/LA on reading and reading
related skills. Only Insofar as principa/ and teacher interviews, provided
information on changes in student behaviors, use of the media center,
etc., were any data gathered on impact: and a4.!;.might:'"b6--65-456Etet

reports in this-area were
-

Nonetheless, during the first year, alternative approaches for assessing
impact were reviewed. These included norm-referenced standardized tests,

criterion-referenced tests in reading (both commercially and locally

produced), and surveys of staff, students, and parents. It was determined

that initially it would be worthwhile to use a combination of these and to
continue to refine procedures as the study,progresses.

4. Study Methodology and Data Collection Instruments

The first year study indicated that most of the instruments used for
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examining IPR/LA were generally apptopriate and on target.
14

Some

modification in wording of specific questions was suggested. Four major

-issues did emerge, however, which have influenced the design for the

study. These issues are discussed below.

The Use of Interviews vs. Questionnaires

During the ,first year information an reading instruction was gathered

both through facedoface interviews and written questionnaires.

Principals strongly felt that the questionnaire format did not allow

sufficient flexibility for explaining answers or fully portraying the

reading program* at their school. Since reading practices vary

considerabl7 between schools, it was not judged feasible to develop an

.adequate questionnaire that could be selfadministered. Wherever
possible, therefore, interviews will be used instead of questionnaires.

Classroom Observations

During the -first year, th& plan for classr.00m observation called for

daily observation, spanning a oneweek period. This amount of class

room viiitation was perceived as too intense by a number of teachers and

was felt to be a burden. The revised design calls for observation done on

a periodic basis.

Agreement To Participate

During the first year, staff in sample schools were told that their

participation in the study was-totally voluntary. This resulted in a lack

of response to many of the instruments used that was damaging enough in

the first year.but might totally ruin the study in subsequent years. In

Order to assure that the data gathering effort will be more successful in

the coming year, we will request that participation of staff will be

mandatory. As long' as this does not result in a lengthened workday for
participants and DEA provides coverage for classrooms, as needed, we feel

this requirement should not be overly objectionable.

Communication

Some confusion arose during the pilot year regarding what was expected of
participating schools and, even, in some cases, what the purpose Was ,of

i:tself., The_ pl,an for_the revised study calls for greater
nmrmini e_a r 1 Ons /IP tween st-ticV na_partitiRa-ting schools

both during startup and throughout the evaluation.

14. This was not, however, the case with the instrunients used to assess other

areas related to overall effedSiveness, such as school climate and

expectations. l.
s.
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CHAPTER III

REVISED DESIGN FOR THE SECOND YEAR OF THE READING STUDY

A. OVERVIEW

Based on the knowledge gained from the first year and previous research on
factors affecting implementation (Berman and McLaughlin, 1978; Hall and
George, undated),, the design ,for 'the second year study of reading has been
developed. The study will address the following major issues:

1. To what extent is the IPR/LA program currently being implemented in
MCPS elementary schools?

2. What is the effect of IPR/LA on students' reading achievement and
attitudes toward reading?

3. What are the characteristics of reading instruction and its effects
on learning where IPR/LA is 40t fully implemented?

In examining these isibes, the study also will:

1. Evaluate the effectiveness of implementation processes.
2. Evaluate the. relationship between degree or level of implementation
, and Atudpnr nurrnmes.

3. Examine the extent to which the program has been implemented for all
students, low, average, and high achieving, regular and, special
education, and whether, when implemented, it meets the needs of all
students.

The study will be a longitudinal evaluation of the implementation of IPR/LA
and reading/language arts instruction in a selected sample of schools. A
variety of data collection techniques will be used including interviews,
classroom observations, lesson logs, and student assessments in both reading
skills ana,-attitudes toward reading. Every attempt will be made to maximize

,the information acquired, while at the same time minidizing the burden on
schools'and staff.

The products of this study will be much needed information in several areas.
The data on the implementation status,of IPR/LA can' be used to assist in
modifying progtam desfign or enhancing the supports and incentives provided to
schools for program adoption. Because it is examining the implementation
process, the study will develop instrum6nts and procedures that can be used to
monitor implementation in the future. The study will also produce important
general- information on7the wholearea-of prograaritplementatfon, which will be
of use_ in _developing implementation plans for other .curticular, areas.
Finally, the study will produce information on the status of reading
instruction and the effectiveness of IPR/LA where implemented in improving
reading.skills.

Attachment presents a matrix which provides in more detail the
operationalization of these research questions "sand the data collection
techniques to be used for each. The following sections of this chapter
describe' both these questions and the study methoablogy.
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B. STUDY QUESTIONS

The study to be conducted over the next three years.aims first at describing
program implementation and second at measuring program impact. Further; it'
assumes that impact can be assessed validly only if implementation is first
described and evaluated. That is, to measure" the efgect of change, one must
first determthe that change has actually taken place. FinallY, the 'study
assumes that one must look not only at IPR/LA but also at the full range of
instructional practices in reading which may concurrently teexist. That is,
despite the fact that schools have implementeä IPRILA objectives, it is likely
that variation in instructional practices exist and that these variations also
should be described and evaluated.

1. Program Implementation

The exaMlhation of implementation will address the extent to Which IPI7I:77:1
being implemented, how that implementation is being supported and what ibpact
implementation of IPR/LA has on instruction and related education practices.
Specifically, it will examine:

os The managerial, personnel, and resource supports p.rovided for
implementation .

LUC effects of rPR/LA on instruction and related educational
practices

Managerial, Personnel, and Resource Supports

74 literature on program implementation clearly states that program
adoption must be carefully orchestrated. How implementation is approached
and the supports that are provided are as important in determining whether
or not change actually occurs as is the content or complexity of what it
is that is to be implemented. How implementation is managed and supported
by different levels in a system also are crucial to impkementation
success.

First year activities, especially discussions with principals and
teachers regarding the imkementation of IPR/LA, also reinforced the
critical nature of the suppagt system to'the process of implementation and
suggested that in-service trainingand sgaff involvement in planning were
criticil to "succelsful pag5iElimplemeata1.9.21 _in MOPS. Question ...wereop.
rafied coliaerning_ the adeglitecy of_current_ellacts_in_this_atea_bntb i'rom
schools leew to the program and those involved for more years.

/-

15. While this may sound like an obvious statement with any other approach
clearly "putting the cart before the horse," the history of,program
evaluation clearly documents that this is not the case. Further,
principals and teachers in MOPS have raised concerns regarding the
possibility that the evaluation migitt seek to- assess impact before
sufficient time for implementation had been allowed.
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,Both the literature and first-year activities, then, suggest that the

following are critical factors to be examined: the *yay in which *

implementation has been managed and monitored by different levels in the

system (central ffice, area offices; and ,schools), the degree of

administrative support and priority given to implementation, the content

and focus of in-service training, and staff involvenent in lilanning.

rn examining implementation, therefore, a major question will be the

extent to which the personnel supports believed necessary for effecOlve
implementation have been provided in an adequate and timely manner.

In addition, the data clearly suggested that supports for the mandated

cuiriculum were uneven and in some cases inadequate. tPR/LY-caIls lor

changes in ,materials use, includes specially selected ...core books,". an

fdds some critical new tools for assessing ind recofding studnt
progress. To help explain the program to staff ald aid in lesspn
instruct±onal guides have been developed.

Firs,t year activities clearly indicate ehat to

materials has not been totally successful".

always been provided to teachers. Why thisAf
but the inadequacy of -funds available to.

A - II

-

date próvision of support
Necessary materials have not

'so is not entirely. clear,

schools has been cited as at
P g I

problems w#h support services such as Supply and Property,Management, and

Print Shop. The variations found in materials availability indicate that

it is Important' to examine the availability of materials produced to

support the program, whether these materials are critical to

implementation, and whether-they are used when availabit.

A second critical question in assessing implementation is, tfierefore,
extent to which the appropriate curricular/support materials have been
provided and provided in such a way as to make them useable to the

schools. ..
Effects,on the Instructional Proceas

the
4

Pt

The basic enphasis of IPR/LA is io provide a more effective way. of

teaching reading to all studentt. It is ineellAtd to impact on the way in

which reading is taught, specifically on gatping practices, Ois

strategies, time spent on various reading activities, materials use, and
assessment techniques.i Furrther, it is intended' 'pot as asupplementel
program -somehow wrapped around epreexisting basal ieading prbgram_but one

that:Uses tatals as- ont compOnent2=of *a broader appreach. -It =-is intended

for students of ali achievement levels; special as well as regular

education students.
11

Finally, it is a program that may require some changes in the roles of

stalf and the _use of, resources. Specifically, the role of the media

specialist ani;1 media center are expected to change and become both' more

central to and integrated with the basic instructional proéess

(First year activitieEk raised many questions as to the effect of IBIR/LA on

staff roles and the instructional pro Ss. While some of the

instructional practices encouraged by IPR/LA are already in place and do .
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i

not require any changes,, other practies did.not appear to be common,'

suggesting that considerable change,wil4 have to occur if IPR/LA is to -Pef.--;

fully implemented. Of _special importanCe was,the finding that stUdentS",4'

spefit little time readfng tradebooks and other materials Suggested 'fiy%-

, rpR44 as central. The most frequentlY used single miteria1,1Was Work
books or worksheets, an unlikely tool for "readidg whole discour.0..". - . .

.0 ,, -

Further, variation was clearly found in the '.'_degree 'to whi.h.'1PRIL4 'hag.

keen adopted, as Arhe reading program in the school. -41140. sale ,prIACipaZS .

clearly,stated that they preferred to use ittes a supplemedeal, literature
program.. Finally,, considerable '.concern._ yes 4...cised regarding, the.,
appropriateness of the 'prOgram_ for :lower .achievipg:- ..'stUd'entS,,,

'Consistently, s'at ff in the first year of the study Sxpressed_the fegling..

14'''

that 'neither th suggested strategies ',and .activities _nor %the, _matetiale
were sappropria e.for low achievera or pecial\ education'students.

r-
,

,
, .

,

,
. . .,. .

Additional- major questions to be addressed4lare, therefore, 'the extept.t6

which- IFRAA,Nas implemented, has-affecied the role of staff, readibi
instruction and related instructional pfectices and, in' a related way,,-:

what the characteristics are of reading instrUtion Wherg TPR/LA has.'

4 : . t ,'not been fully implemented?'

.
, ',. -

Tbe bottom line in introducing a new instructional prograM such as IPR/LA is
to improve students' reading performance an& related skills. AS statept in

Program of Studies (p. 6), IPR/LA is expected to improve not,oly;perforMancet
as measured by tests of'reading ahieveqtbut alsd to- 'affect the, followfng

. . . ' ,

, .

,

areasi

0
0
0

o A
o Ab

Tn

re

o In

,o, In

Clearlx, it

nfidence in one's ability to understand d sCourde . '

sistence in trying to make sense of unfailiar discourse'.
e of relevant background knowledge arid "experience to construct

ening
e of appropriate strategies for constructing meaning
tegnation of information from various sdurces when
aning
crease in time spent thinking about and dis ussing discourse
crease in understanding of different types and forms ofdtscourse
ility to express understanding in a variety \of productive purposes
ility to producediscqprse appropriate to aVariety of purposes
-rpaqpd intprpqt and ommunirating_through

,

Constkucting

-ding, Writfig, Speaking,--and listening
reased time spent in reading and writing
reased amount of discourse read and written

is not possible address some of the above

first ;year activities 'fo sed on implementation rat

impact, we 4o not have any clear indicalors of the succes
be. measure indirectly. Nonetheless the study will attem
look as poSsible at program irdpact, including not only per
reading Akins but also,Mthe extent passi14e, the usg o
attitudes toward reading; and'it will do so in part by com

directly1 and since

er tfian assessment
with which they can
t.to take ae br6ad a
ormanceNon tests of

reading skills and
aring outcomes in-

schools in which TPR/L4 is in varying stages of implementation.

of
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4

The ,final questions to be addreised are, therefore, the extent to which
IPR/LA, as implemented, has had an impact on students' reading performance,
attitudes, and behaviors and whether differences in program implementation
are related"to differences in outcomes? What ire the effects on reading
perfarmance, attitudes,.and behaviors where IPR/LA is not being implemented?

5."
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students in the classrooms selected'in 1982-83 throtigh the remaining two
years of the study.

2. Data Collection
4

Based on the experiences of the pilot year and review of related studies,

a plan for data collection has been developed which incorporates a variety
of approaches and techniques. The design matrix presented as Attachment 1

shows how each will be used to address the evaluation questions discussed
earlier.

Program Implementation
ri

To obtain data on program tnplementation, selected' area staff,

pr4cisals, and first and fourth grade teachers in the sample classrooms
wiS4 be interviewed regarding both their plans for implementing IPR/LA and

actual use ,of IPR/LA occurring (In the school and cjassroom levels. We

have decided to use the inter4ew rather than the questionnaire approach

for these key informants beeause feedback from pilot year participants
indicated a stron preference for the interview approac . The pilot year

activities suggested that interviews ,should be conducted at two points
during the school year: the fll and spring. The fall interview will be

the lengthier of the two, lasting approximately an hour to an hour and
one-half for principals, and 45 minutes for other staff, as it will be

used to gather considerable data about the school's reading instruction
and its approach to implementation of IPR/LA. The spring interview,

lesting no more than half an hour, will provide follow-up on selected
items. Additional data on implementation will, however, be obtained

through a brooder, less extensive, questionn'aire to be filled out by all'
relevant classroom teaching staff in all gfades. Separate instruments
also -will be developed to survey resource room, media specialists, special
edneation teachere, and reading apec-ialietsonthaircole-
implementation. These surveys-will be conducted at midyear.

In addition, observations of instruction in the first and fourth grades
also will be conducted to gather classroom data on what is occurring

durink the reading period, what is being taught, the inetructional
strategies, and the materials being uied. The observations will take

p1ace across a four week peiiod ,at each of three time points in fall,

winter, and spring. One of the two sample classrooms from each grade

level will be observed, using a snap shot approach. That is, during each
observation period three visits of approximately 15 minutes' duration will

be made to each classroom during the reading period to obtain a quick

picture of instruCtion. These obserVations will focus on selected

students, of different'achievement levels, and describe certain aspects of'
the instruction they received. Igr the second classroom at each grade

level one, more in-depth, obseration will be conducted during each of the'
three periods. It is anticipai-eii that the observation will cover the

duration ofidn entfre reading perigd and will vary iDe,length accordingly.

4-\

-\\

17. It is anticipated that in study years 3 and 4 this interview can also be
shortened. ,

*

A,.
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C. -1.1ETHODOLOGY

1. Sample

Schools

e,)

The study will be conducted in a sample of 20 MCPS elementary schools,
4

stratified on the basis of achievement level (using 3rd grade test
performance on the total CAT reading sobtest) and length of time (years)
the school has beIn exposed to IPR/LA. An attempt also was made to
balance_selectiop of schools across the three administrative areas. In
addition, at least one school will be included which has a self contained>

0

special education class, Five schoolsin the edunty will-not-enter the
program until the,Fall, 1983. It would be inappropriate to include any of
these schools in the 'basic study, given the focus on implementation
efforts in the data to be collected. However, these schools could provide
useful ,baseline information on instructional practices where IPR/LA is not
being implemented. Two of these schools, therefore; have been selected
for a more limited, separate-, data collection effort% Principals and
first and fourthgrade classroom teachers will be interviewed once during
the school year about the basic characteristics of their instructional
practices in reading. At that time, observational data on these
classropms will also be collected using the same procedures as those
described below for the main study. This should provide us with useful
preimplementation data. (A tentative sample of schools is presented in
Attachment 2).

Additional sdhooI CharacteriiticS Whit-Hiall le taken into account but
not used for samplin4 purposes include:

o Size
o Urbaniruratlocation
o Percentage and'distribUtion of minority students' mobility
o Background/experience of staff
o Basal reading system use;,if applicable

Other curricula or programs present

It is important to note that schools selected for study inclusion will be
followed across the remaining three years of the tudy.,

Classrooms

While all teachers in the sample schools will be included in "some parts
of the study, a smaller sample also will be used for selected Activities.
Specifically, during the 1982-83 school year two classrooms in each of 'the '

18 schools will be randomly selected for injdepth study from Grades 1 and ,

4, with data collection varying slightly between the members of each
pair. 1g succeeding years, Grades 2, and '5 and then 4 and 6 will be
studied. This approach provides, we feel, for enhancing the breadth
of information gathered without overburdening individual teachers. In '

this way, the study will also be able to follow the first and fourth &rade

16.'In Year 3, second and fifth grade teachers will be, interviewed and "in
Year 4, third and sixth grade teachers will be interviewed.
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These observations will focus on the teacher and What he/she does during
the reading period. In addition, teachers whoSe classrooms are observed
in either manner will be asked to keep activity logs during these periods

40.in order to better place the activity observed in the context of
_ _

-InstructIOn.
4

Program Impact

As indicated earlier, first year activities focused on issues related to
implementation and addressed the issue of impact only to a very limited
degree. Based on a review of the literature and discussions with staff we
feel, however, that an approach combining the use of standardized tests
(mann-- and -ri-terion-referenced) and staff, student, end-parent interviews
is recommended for the next three years. ,

It is proposed that student reading skills le measured through a

combination of techniques de;igned to examine both general and specific
reading skills. First, to measure the extent to which the new objectives
in reading are being achieved, da a will be collected from the criterion-
referenced tests which we devaloppa Ear IPR/LA Thp toctrc Afg

administered dn 'Grades2-6 In September and Grades 1-6 in February
Second, to assess general level of student funceioning, a global measure
df reading performance will'be administered early in the school year. For
fourth graders, the reading subtests of the California Achievement Tests
will le administered at the same.time as third and Wth grade testing
occurs in the 18 schools. For first graders, an individually administered
reading test,. the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test (three subteset: Word
Identification, Wed--Compre'hinaton, and Peas-age-. Comprehension) was
recommended by DAS as the most appropriate instrument to use, This_will
be administered in October.

t-mw-cabtraue-ro-unabre-therlevetoptaht of a mare comprehensive
criterion-referenced test battery that might be used to supplement the
tests provided by the IPR/LA program. If a satisfactory battery ,is found
or developed, it might be used to totally replace the California Tests in
those grades in Which the CAT is not mandatory.

In addition, students will be surveyed regarding their attitudes toward
reading at the same time as the CRT's are administered. This survey ill
examine factors, such as what students like to read, how much time they
spend reading outside, of school, and how they feel about themselves as
readers. An instrument used during the pilot year is currently being
examined to determine its appropriateness for inclusion in the revised
stup7.

r/

Finallly, teachers, specialists, and parents will be interviewed regarding
their perceptions of program impact. These interview will, to the extent
possible, address attitgdes toward use,of reading resources in school and

18. Testing of first grade students in the fall is optional in IPR/LA./ First
and fourth grade classrooms in the sample will be asked to aininister
these tests, if they ace not already being used. For other grad s, data
will be collected where available.
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outside of school, extent of independent, reading, type of discourse
selected for reading, and attitudes toward reading. It J.'s anticipated
that these measures will be administered at the end of the school year,
with the staff component being codbined with 'the previously described
-indtrument add-res§ing program implementation. These instruments will be
developed during the tall of 1982.

3. Data Analysis

The data wili be analyzed using boar quantitative and qualitative
methods. The combination of approaches is important, we feel, to describe
adequately reading instruction and its effects and to present reasons why
change may Of may not be occurring- Further, because it is expected that
there will be considerable variation across schools in the specific
details of both implementation and instructional practices, it seems
appAopriate to supplement basic descriptive statistics with case study.

analyses.

The study will rely, therefore, mainly on descriptive statistics combined
with the case study approach. Frequency distributions, chi-square
analysis, and some regression analyses will be employed to explore the
majority of data and examine where differences occur. Post-stratification
on degxee of tnpiementation should be a major focus of the analysis,
although the stratifying variables used in sampling--school achievement
level And length of time the school has been exposed to IPR/LA--will also
be considered..in the analysis.

-The analysis of the effects Of the program -45n -studentperformance on-

norm- and criterion-referenced "ests will employ class2cal test analysis
procedures and possibly RASCH scaling techniques. The latter Fay prove
especially useful in revealing differences in specific skill acquisition
-as a function of-program-dtfferenees, -

Within schools, 'we will be able to use the achievement data collected for

the study to'post-stratify students on achievement level. The "snapshot"
classroom observation data will allow us to examine the relationship
between different ihStructional strategies and performance for different
groups, of Students. By following students over the three years, we should
be able to examine how9.the level of implementation is related to student
adquisition of readifig skills. To the extent possible, we will also Make
use of criterion-referenced test data collected systemwide to expand the
analysis of program effects on student performance.

The exact number and content of,the case studies cannot, at this time, be

fully specified. It is expected, hmiever, that they will address issues
related fo the process of implementation and its impact in schools where
apuoaches to program adoption have differed and where student needs
and/or previous approaches to reading vary.

Yearly reports will be produced presenting information on study progress
and findings o date with a final report at the end of the three years.
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D. SCHEDULE OF TASKS FOR THE,1982 83 SCHOOL YEAR

-Task

1. IdentifySchools and Make Initial Contacts

2. Meet with Staff

3. Test Students and Administer Attitude Survey
Grade (1) 2r6 criterionrreferenced. tests,
Grade 1 Woodcock kadingMasteryTest
Grade 4 California.Achievement Tests

Attitude Survey

4. Interview Area Personnel

Dates

September Through Oct.

October (February for
nonimplementing schools)

Xttober, February
Octaber
October November
(same time as
Accountability testing)
Octobe'r, May

November

5. Interview Principals

6. Interview First and Fourth Grade Teachers-

7. Survey Other Teachers and Specialists

8, ObserveLlassrooms

9. Interview Parents

10. First Year.Progress geport

462p/75
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October, May
.(february for non
implementing sdhools)

November, May
(February for non
implementing schools)

Jannary

_November, February, May
_
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APPENDIX'A.
Definition of Types df Discourse

Types of Discourse

1. Narration. An account of an event or series of events that form a plot
and involve characters in a setting over a period of time. Characteristic
forms include %short stooies, novels, folk tales, fables, myths, legends.,
piographies, autobiographies, diaries, journals, ballads, and story poems.

2. Exposition. A structured set of ideas and information about a topic,
often with generalizations and supporting details. Characteristic forms.
Include reference articles, 'trews articles, feature articles, textbooks,
and expository tradebooks.

3. Persuasion. A set of statements expressing opinion about a topic or
product, often with supporting information intended to convince or
persuade the reader/listener. Characteristic forms include advertisement,
editorials, reviews, and critiques,

4. Procedure. A set of directions that indicate the proper spquence of
steps in,making or doing something. Characteristic forms include recipes,
game directions, signs, and warnings. Also included are directions for
,travel, first .aid, information forms, science investigations, tests, and
assignments.

5. Drama. An event or series of events expressed through the dialogue and
movement of characters portrayed by actors. Characteristic forms include
plays, skits, and musicals.

6. Lyric. An expression of an author's feelings or perceptions about the
nature of- things-,--ofterrusingfigurativeiangusge and imagery for effect.
Characteristic forms include lyric poems and songs.

4 7
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DAT

ATTACHMENT 1 '

COLLECTION PROCEDURES FOR THE STUDY OF ELEMENTARY READING INSTRUCTION

QUESTION 1: HOW WELL IS THE IPR/LA BEIN IMPLEMENTED?

ISSUE RESPONDENT PROCEDURES

1. Are appropriate managerial and pers nnel
supports available for program impl men-
tation?

a. What has been the role of cent al
office, area offices, and scho ls
in managing implementation?
o What guidance has been prov ded on

the implementation process y
'central office staff?

o What procedures have been eveloped
by area staff to monitor i plemen-,

Cation?
o What is the degree of adt nistra-

tive support and'priority given
by areas and principals to
implementation?

b. Has adequate- planning for program

Area supervisors of elementary
instruction
Area steacher specialists
School principals, teachers
and specialists

implementation ocCurred?
o Does the school have a clear plan

for implementation of IPR/LA?
o Do school,staff4ynderstand the

plan and the goals for the 1982-
83 school year?

o--TDo-staff-understand-tbe degree to
which IPR/LA matches their previous
philosophy or plan for instruction?

o Who was involved in developing this
plan at the'school ird area levels?

o What,supports-have been'provided by
, the area and central offices for'
program planning?

Interviews with principals and
teachers in Grades 1 and 4 in
fall and spring*

Survey of xesoureP, reading,
and media specialists - winter

Interview-of area supervisor
and teacher sgecialist - fall.

Survey of teachers in Grades
2, 3 ,5, and 6 -'winter

49,
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I.

ATTACHMENT 1 (CONTINUED)

,?

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DATA COLLECTION.PROCEDURES FOR THE StUDY OF ELEMENTARY READING INSTRUCTION

QUESTION 1: HOW WELL IS THE IPR/LA BEING IMPLEMENTED? (CONTINUED)

ISSUE RESPONDENT PROCEDURES

c. Are sufficient inservice training
and staff development being provided?
o How much training has been

planned/provided and in which
areas?

o When has training been provided?
o Who has provided the resources ,

for this training?

o \Who determined the content of the
/training?

o What hao been the role .of the area
and central office staff?

o How does the content of this train
ing match the school's im6lementa
tiori plan?

ft

2. Are sufficient curricular resources/ School principals, teachers, As described above, surveys and
support materials'available? and specialists interviews
a. Are the core books available to

.teachers? Are additional trade
books available?

b. Are the criterion referenced and Area supervisors of elementary
novel tests available? instruction

c. Are the forms charts available?
d. Are the instructional guides

available?
e. Are observational checklists

available?
f. Have these supports been provided 51

in a timely manner?
g. Have they been provided through

MCPS resources?

%



ATTACHMENT 1 (CONTINUED)

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DATA COLLECTION PROdEDURES FOR THE STUDY OF ELEMENTARY READING INSTRUCTION

QUESTION 2: WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS IPR/LA IMPLEMENTATION ON READING INSTRUCTION?

ISSUE RESPONDENT PROCED6RES

1 To what extent does reading instruction
evidence use of IPR/LA?
a. Are the special materials/support

being,used?
o Are the core books being used?
o How much time is spent on

alternative types of reading ,
materials-tradebooks, basal
readers, newspapers, drama,
workbooks?

o Are the criterion referenced
tests being used?

o Are the forms charts being used?
o Are the observational checklists

used? ,

b. What is emphasized instructionally
and how do fnstructional emOhases
differ with varying years of
experience with IPR/LA?

, o HOW much time are students given
,to read?

o How much time do students spend
reading in context?

o How much time is spent on com-'
prehension skills?

o 4To what extent is discussion
utilized?

o Are students' knowledge and
background experiences used?

52

School principals, teachers, resource, As.described above for inter-
reading, and media specialists views and surveys
Classroom observations Snapshot and in-depth observa7

tions of instruction in Grades
1 and 4 -__fall,_winter*_spring_

I.

-

Winter, spring

Teacher logs of ingtruction and
materials kept during
periods of observation,

53
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ATTAGT1NT I (CONTINUED)

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES FOR THE STUDY OF ELEMENTARY READING INSTRUCTION

QUESTION 2: WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS IPR/LA IMPLEMENTATION ON READING INSTRUCTION? (CONTINUED)

ISSUE RESPONDENT PROCEDURES

o How much time is spent working
in groups? Individually?

o HowMuch time do students spend
in teacher directed instruction?
Are the language arts (reading,
listening, writing and speaking)
integrated for instruction?

o Is there a variety of forms of
discourse used?

2. To what extent has IPR/LA changed the
rolee of teachers, media, reading and
resource specialists.
a. What changes have occurred in the

, 54

allocation of'time for reading
instruction and related activi
ties

b. What changes have occurred in 1

functions performed? .

c. What changes have occurred in-
. other curricular areas

d. Do the changes appear to.be
transitory or long term?

e. Da thechanges place a rasonable
burden on personnel?

6

ae

School/principals, teachers, resource,
reading, and media specialist

As described above for surveyd
and interviews
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ATTACHMENT I (CONTINUED)

RESEARCH QUESTION§ AND DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES FOR THE STUDY OF ELEMENTARY READING INSTRUCTION

,QUESTION 3: WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF READING INSTRUCTION WHERE IPR/LA IS NOT BEING IMPLEMENTED?

ISSUE RESPONDENT

1. What are the characteristics of
instruction?
a. What kinds and variety of materials

are used?
o To what extent are basal readers

supplemented by other materials
such as novels, drama, newspapers,
etc.?

o Are criterion referenced tests
being used?

o Are checklists or other record-
keeping materials used?

o How much time is spent on alterna-
tive types of reading materials?

b. Mat is emphasized instructionally?
o How much time are students given

to read?
o How much time do students spend

reading in context?
o How much time is spent on

comprehension skills?
o To what,extent is discussion

utilized?
o Are students' knowledge and back-

ground experiences used?
o How much time is spent working in

groups? Individally?
o How much time do students ppénd

in teacher-directed instruction?
/'o' Are the language arts (reading,

listening, writing, and speaking)
integrated for Instructiou?

56

PROCEDURES

School principals, teachers, reading,
resource, and media specialists

Classroom observations

Classroom observations

As described above for in4erviews,
surveys, observations, and logs

a
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ATTACgMENT I (CONTINUED)

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DATA COLLiCTION PROCEDURES FOR THE STUDY OF \ELEMENTARY READING INSTRUCTION

11

QUESTION 3: WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF READING INSTRUCTION WHERE IPR/LA IS NOT BEING IMPLEMENTED? (CONTINUED)

ISSUE

o Is there a variety of forms of
discourse used?

2 What are the roles of the,media and read
ing speci4lists?
a. What functions are formed by the

media.specialist? What part does he/
she play in the instruction process?

b. What is the role of the reading
specialist? To want extent does
he/she serve as a resource to the
classroom teacher, as opposed to
providing direct inyruction to
students?

3. How is instruction provided to students of
differing achievement levels?
a. Are the same types and variety of

materials used?
b. Are the same teaching strategies

em6loyed?
c. ;Are the testing procedures similar?
d. What differences occur in the allo

cation of time to,various tasks?

58

o

RESPONDENT PROCEDURES

/

;

a
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NATTACHME 1 (CONTINUED)

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DATA COLLECTION PROCEDU ES FOR THE STUDY OF ELEMENTARY READING INSTRUCTION

QUESTION 4: WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF THE IPR/LA ON STUDENT BEHAVIOR AND LEARNING?

ISSUE RE'SPONDENT PROCEDURES

I. To what extent does participation in
IPR/LA affect student test performance?
o Does student performante on

criterion referenced-tests increase?
o Does student performance on

standardized testa increase?

2. To what ektent does IPR/LA result in
changes in students reading behaviors
and use of resources?

o Do.students use the media center
more?

o Do students read more outside of
school?

o Do students seek out a greater
variety of Nterials?

1. What is the effect of IPR/LA on
students attitudes toward reading?

tudent test data'

School principals, reading, media
specialists, teachers, parents and
students

Student
al

Grade .1 oral reading test - tall '
Grade 4 California AchidVement
Tests in Reading,- fall
IPR/LA Criterion-Referenced
Tests, Grades 1-6-fall* and
winter

As described above for
interviews and questionnaires

Parent and stdaent'surveys -
spring

.

Attitude Survey - spring

*According to IPR/LA program designers the administration of criterion-referenced tests to first graders in the fall is
optional.
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ATTACHMENT I (CONTINUED)

RESEAkCH QUESTIONS Alp DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES FOR THE STUDY OF ELEMENTARY READIX INSTRUCTION

QUESTION 5: WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF READING INSTRUCTION ON STUDENT BEUgiOR AND LEARNING WHERE IPR/LA IS NOT BEING
IMPLEMENTED?

ISSUE RESPONDENT PROCEDURES

1. What is the impact on test performance? StudenC.,test data

2. What is the effect dt reading instruc
tion on student, behaviors and use of
resourcps?
o What use do students make of the

media center?
o What use do students make of

resources exterual to the
school, such as the library?

O To what extent do students use
of a variety of materials?

School prinpipals, reading and media
specialists, teachers, parents, and
students .

3. What are students attitudes toward Student
reading?

0941g
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As described above for asse-ss
ing the impact of IPR/LA on

student behavior and learning
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ATTACHMENT 2

Sample Schools,for the Reading Study

Year* Implementing
. Curriculum

Achievement Level
Below County Above County Total

Mean ;Mean

Since 1981-82

From 1980-present

Broad Acres Potomac

Maryvale Fallsmead
Rolling Terrace Sherwood

6

Beall Seven Locks 6

.Fields Road Cedar'Grove i

'Viers Mill Greenwood

Prior to 1980 Poolesville Bannockburn 6

Clarksburg Laytonsville
Glenallan Kemp Mill

Nonimplementing Schools Bethesda
Farmland

2

r,

Tatal 9 11 20

462p/75
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